The THE

Hockey Squad Shows Promise; Win In Early Practice Game

The Beaver hockey jacket, about to undertake its second year in the New England Hockey League under Coach Albert Carvelli, has been the first Tech squad to take the field under the revised athletic set-up. The manner in which it was done was indeed a good season for the pucksters. Forlorn to their first game last year, the hockey squad had but four hours its practice. With the official season opening away the boys already have the green under their belts. The early scheduling is a part of the Skating Club's "Mayflower" League, composed of amateur hockey teams around Boston. Playing as the Tech they are the only college hockey group as represented. The only players lost through graduation played the team last season, so that expectation in practice and team play should prove valuable as the season develops. Last year will rest the team finished third in the eight team league behind consistently powerful Boston College and Boston University. Fourth place Northampton, though it led the two all-star players, can still be a contender if it picks up a necessary goal. However, an upset over R.C. or R.C at least will be made.

Last Monday's 6-1 victory over Babson was the most impressive showing to date. The first line of Clifford, Seifert and Thomas showed hockey skill and finesse. Babson's scoring was no surprise showing to this date. The first line of Clifford, Seifert and Thomas showed hockey skill and finesse. Babson's scoring was no surprise. The only players lost through graduation played the team last season, so that expectation in practice and team play should prove valuable as the season develops. Last year will rest the team finished third in the eight team league behind consistently powerful Boston College and Boston University. Fourth place Northampton, though it led the two all-star players, can still be a contender if it picks up a necessary goal. However, an upset over R.C. or R.C at least will be made.
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